To
All the heads of Institutions
Affiliated to CBSE

SUB :- Introduction of Mathematics laboratory at Secondary level – NCERT’s Publication.

Dear Principal,

This is in continuation of an earlier circular no. 10 dated 2\textsuperscript{nd} March, 2005 with regards to the introduction of Mathematics Laboratory and internal assessment at Secondary level. It is to further inform you that National Council of Educational Research & Training (NCERT). Delhi has published a document ‘A Handbook for designing Mathematics laboratory in Schools’ which is available on sale at its Delhi office. The said document is priced at Rs. 60/-.

The schools may contact The Head, Publication Unit, (011-26852261 (o) ,011-26851070 – Fax) NCERT, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi 110016 for further necessary information in this matter and procurement of the document.

You are further informed that the Board is also bringing out its own publication ‘Guidelines for Mathematics Laboratory in schools for class IX’. In addition to inclusion of different syllabus based activities and projects, this document also includes general guidelines on the design of Mathematics laboratory, its lay-out, physical infrastructure and materials and scheme of evaluation. The printed document is likely to be available shortly.

You are requested to bring this Information to the notice of all concerned for necessary action.

Yours faithfully,

(G.BALASUBRAMANIAN)
DIRECTOR (ACADEMIC)